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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is an example of ransomware? 

A. A user is asked to pay a fee for a password to unlock access to their files. 

B. A user receives an email demanding payment for a trial application that has stopped working. 

C. A user has opened an Internet browser and is taken to a site that is not the normal home page. 

D. A user is asked to open an attachment that verifies the price of an item that was not ordered. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are touch screen technologies? 

Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that apply. 

A. Surface Wave 

B. Resistive 

C. Transitive 

D. Capacitive 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Touch screen is a computer display screen that is sensitive to human touch. It allows a user to interact with a computer
by touching the icons or graphical buttons on the monitor screen. It is a system that is designed to help users who have
difficulty in using mouse or keyboard and is used with information kiosks, computer-based training devices etc. A touch
screen panel is attached externally to the monitor that is connected to a serial or Universal Serial Bus (USB) port on a
computer. Nowadays, monitors are also available with built-in touch screen technology. There are three types of touch
screen technologies: 1.Resistive 2.Capacitive 3.Surface Wave Answer option C is incorrect. There is no such touch
screen technology as Transitive. Reference: "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen" 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is the BEST reason to backup data? 

A. To ensure data encryption 

B. To ensure data stability 

C. To ensure data security 

D. To ensure data availability 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A user is installing a new scanner on a computer. 

Which of the following MOST likely needs to be installed in order for this equipment to work? 

A. License key 

B. OS update 

C. Firmware 

D. Driver 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You work as a Network Administrator for Tech Perfect Inc. The company has a Windows- based network. You do
maintenance work on a Windows 2000 Professional computer. You require to perform the following jobs: 

Exhaustive disk checking. 

Locate bad sectors (if any). 

Recover readable information. 

Which of the following commands will you use to accomplish the task? 

A. CHKDSK /v 

B. CHKDSK /i 

C. CHKDSK /f 

D. CHKDSK /r 

Correct Answer: D 

In order to accomplish the task, you will have to run the following commanD. 

CHKDSK /r 

The CHKDSK command verifies the integrity of the hard disk installed on a computer. Using the command with different
parameters can resolve a number of issues, which are described as follows: 

SwitchDescription 

CHKDSK /f It fixes all the errors on the hard disk of a computer. CHKDSK /vIt displays the full path and name of every
file on the disk. CHKDSK /r It locates bad sectors and recovers readable information. CHKDSK /l It changes the log file 
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size to the specified number of kilobytes. If the size is not specified, it displays the current size. 

CHKDSK /i It performs a less vigorous check of index entries. CHKDSK /c It skips checking of cycles within the folder
structure. Reference: TechNet, Contents: "Chapter 27 - Troubleshooting Disks and File Systems" 
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